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The purpose of this submission is to highlight the pointlessness of the Department of Mines and 
Resources (DMP), insistence of extending draconian environmental conditions over ground, where by 
on their own admission, there is a 97% environmental compliance rate (a near perfect performance). 

The proposed environmental provisions contained within the Mining Act Amendments legislation 
2015, will have serious unintended adverse economic and compliance consequences for the smaller 
professional operator while achieving no worthwhile benefit. 

The case against excessive environmental regulation for professional prospectors and small 
miners 

If by the DMP's own admission (see below) there is a 97% environmental compliance rate (a near 
perfect performance) for the mining industry. It is difficult therefore to imagine that any additional costly, 
onerous compliance requirements, documentation, reporting and/or performance conditions are going to 
achieve any additional environmental benefit (at best only an additional 3% is achievable). 

The "law of diminishing returns" states that incremental improvement is possible beyond this level only at 
exorbitant cost and effort, which far exceed the benefit gained. In the case of professional prospectors and 
small miners, with minimal ground disturbing activities over very small areas, the benefits to be gained 
would be insignificant. In other words it is a completely wasted exercise, involving substantial cost, 
requiring an inordinate effort, for virtually no material gain. 

Where does this 97% figure come from and what does it represent? If the 97% figure does not 
represent the overall compliance of the industry to acceptable environmental standards, what is the 
overall compliance figure? Is there such a figu re? If not, how does the DMP know the extent of any 



environmental concerns? A Kalgoorlie Miner news article (Kalgoolie Miner 14/5/2012 - see below) 
quotes Dr Phil Gorey (DMP director environment), states "by and large, the environmental 
performance of the industry - from prospectors to large scale miners are prettv good'. 

Reliable data of the mining industries environmental performances are hard to come by and one must 
rely on statements by the DMP own environmental group. There are however horror stories such the 
recent Ellendale diamond mine default that has a potential rehabilitation cost of approximately 
$30,000,000. Web link: 

https://au.news.yahoo.com/thewestlwa/a/29861758/liquidators-try-to-dump-mine/ 

These environmental failures, although not common, are almost invariably the product of bad management 
by the larger corporate miner. But now because of these, small professional miners are being tarred with 
the same brush, and unfairly burdened with the same environmental responsibility. 

Supporting evidence 

An extract from the DMP Budget Papers 2015 (2) - Page 533. 
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In this instance are such draconian environmental measures as are being proposed entirely futile and any 
significant effort or expenditure a complete waste. If it is not broke (which in this case it would appear it 
isn't), don't fix it, and certainly don't mandate futile processes to address it in legislation. This is particularly 
the case for the small miner where the environmental footprint is small, but may very well also apply to 
many larger mining operations which are also registering above 95% environmental compliance. 

In the Mining Amendments Legislation 2015, the DMP is apparently trying to solve, by its own admission, a 
non-existent problem with a substantial slew of complicated, onerous, inappropriate and largely 
unnecessary legislation. 

Dr Robert Fagan 

Signed . Date 20/3/2016 

Robert K. Fagan 
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SUBMISSION TITLE 
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Submission by 

Dr Robert Keith Fagan: 

Dr Fagan is a retired geologist, former senior lecturer in exploration geology, geochemistry including 
environmental geochemistry at the Western Australian School of Mines until retirement in 2011 . An 
active and current prospector and tenement holder for the last 30 years in WA. An active member of 
the Amalgamated Prospectors & Leaseholders Association (APLA) and on the APLA executive for 
most of the last 15 years, and a recent Vice President. Active member of the Goldfields First group of 
concerned prospectors and small business operators in the Goldfields. 

General background to this submission 

The purpose of this submission is to highlight and document the significant role played by the 
professional prospector and small miner in both the economics and general viability of the mining and 
exploration industries in WA and to provide documentary support and analysis currently unavailable 
from the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) on this important sector . 

Figure 1, provides a useful, simplified overview of where the professional prospector and small miner, 
fits in the broad spectrum of the mining industry, and in comparison with the agricultural sector. 

The proposed changes contained within the Mining Act Amendments legislation 2015, will have 
serious unintended adverse economic and compliance consequences for the smaller professional 
operator. 

Definitions: 

Professional prospector - for the purposes of this submission, someone who earns at least 50% of 
their income from prospecting activity , or expends more than three days a week on prospecting 
activity in the expectation of an eventual economic return . Generally owns several tenements and 
likely to be involved in ground disturbing activity using earth moving machinery. 

Recreational prospector - someone not reliant on income earned, but having an enthusiastic hobby 
or occasional recreational interest in prospecting activities (mainly through metal detecting). May earn 
some income from gold finds , may own some tenements , but not generally involved in any significant 
ground disturbance. 

The case supporting this submission 

How many professional prospectors are there in WA? 



Difficult number to determine, no official records kept by DMP. Estimates can be made from: 

• DMP tenement holder data of the numbers of tenements held by non-corporate entities (i.e. 
held by individually named owners) , indicate some 1100 private tenement holders, holding 
3394 tenements (averaging 3 tenements per prospector). Not all of these would be 
professional prospectors in terms of the above definitions. 

• numbers gleaned from direct knowledge of the activities of active individuals 

• Numbers of individual SPL, POW and mining approval applicants 
• computer modelling of gold production figures from non-corporate sources. 

Drawing conservatively on the first two sources would suggest that there may be at least 500 such 
professional prospectors operating in WA. If necessary the author can produce a list of some 500 
hundred named prospectors that would fall into this group. 

In the case of recreational prospectors there are some 3000 Miners Rights issued each year and 
from this number, and registered members of metal detecting and prospecting clubs would suggest 
there may be at least 2000 recreational prospectors operating in any one year on a casual or 
occasional basis. These recreational prospectors are not who we are dealing with in this submission 
and fall outside our present concerns with the Mining Amendment Act 2015. 

Prospector owned tenements in WA 

Data from the DMP for tenement holders as at 21st September 2015 indicates that there were 1100 
private tenement holders, who held 3394 tenements (14% of all tenements), between them from a 
total of 24,181 tenements and 2,680 corporate plus non-corporate tenement holders. Some 41% of all 
tenement holders are private individuals, rather than corporate entities. A breakdown of this data is 
presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Breakdown of non-corporate tenement holder figures in WA as at 21September2015: 

Tenement Type Number Percentage % of total tenements 
(total in brackets) (held by prospectors) (held by prospectors) (held by prospectors) 

SPL & others (226) 226 6% 0.8% 

El's (6,739) 545 16% 2.25% 

ML's (6,755) 726 21% 3.00% 

PL's (6,861) 1897 56% 8.00% 

TOTAL (20,611) 3394 100% 14% 
The above figures are for live tenements only and do not include pending tenements under application. 

Of the total number of 2,680 tenement holders, 2% are NL companies, 1,288 or 48% are PLC's, 214 
or 8% are Limited Companies, and 1129 or 42% are private non-incorporated tenement holders 
(prospectors) . Of the 1288 Pty Limited Companies many of those would also be owned by individual 
prospecting interests. 

These numbers reveal the considerable and largely unrecognised contribution prospectors make in 
this area of activity. 
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WHERE PROFESSIONAL PROSPECTORS & 
SMALL MINERS FIT IN THE MINING INDUSTRY 

THE MINING SECTOR SPECTRUM CONTINUUM 
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Prospector tenement expenditures 

At $40/ha expenditure requirements for tenements and assuming an average size prospecting licence 
(PL) is 100 ha (the maximum size is 200 ha), then to total minimum expenditure from prospectors on 
PL's alone would be around $7.6 million pa. Including the smaller number of ML's, some El's and 
SPL's might add an extra $million or more, to bring the minimum annual expenditures for prospector 
tenements to about $1 O million per year directly injected into the regional economy. 

Prospector gold production figures and economic value 

Attachment One provides an analysis of the breakeven economics for an individual prospector using 
conservative realistic figures and then extrapolating for 500 such individuals operating within WA. The 
example documents, an average case where the individual earns close to $100,000 per year. 

Most professional prospectors running some significant heavy mining and processing machinery with 
the experience and skill sets involved, could quite easily get fulltime employment working for others 
within the mining industry and be expected to earn in the vicinity of $100,000 pa. Most do not do this 
as they believe they can do better for themselves by working for themselves. On this basis then 
professional prospectors need to be able to consistently earn around $100,000 clear to continue as 
sole operators rather than as employees working in salaried positions for others in the mining 
industry. 

In the example presented in Attachment One, 500 professional prospectors earning $100,000 pa on 
average are generating $50 million into the regional economy from wages, and over $85 million in 
gold production (50,000 oz or 1.5 tonnes of gold per year). This is an enormous annual economic 
injection into regional WA from this source, on top of the significant capital injection involved in each 
operation. A great many professional prospectors make an awful lot less than this, and some (the 
very few) an awful lot more. 

Attachments 2 and 3 provide some of the meagre production figures available form this sector and 
date back to 1995, 1996, and 2003. 

Using essentially the same computer modelled data as above, but with a total of 5 tonnes of gold 
produced every year from this prospecing sector, the (same prospector gold production figures as for 
1994 - see Attachment 2), but now averaging 10 oz/week per prospector, the total annual gold 
production would be worth $285 million. The five tonnes total of prospector gold production in th is 
instance would be close to 2% of the 285 tonnes produced in 2015 and is greater than most 
producing goldmines in corporate hands. 

It is quite clear from the lack of available information that the DMP knows very little about prospector 
gold production and cares even less. The DMP appears to have no idea of the magnitude of the 
economic contributions of prospecting to the State, how many tenements are owned by prospectors, 
what the total annual expenditures on these tenements are, anything about prospector gold 
production, what proportion of shire rates are provided by prospectors, what proportion of State 
mining income comes from prospecting activity and how this data varies over time (particularly in 
downturns), The author knows the DMP does not know, because he has asked the senior managers 
for this data on several formal occasions. They don't know because they don't think it is significant 
enough to bother with . 

It has been estimated by some operators that the new amendments to the Mining Act will add a 
minimum of an extra $10,000 per year (some estimates extend this beyond $50,000), to the cost of 
prospecting , effectively reducing prospector's incomes by the same amount, making what is presently 
a marginal proposition for many into an unsustainable loss making venture for no additional benefit. 

Individually prospectors are small players in the industry, but collectively and economically they match 
it with any of the middle tier miners, whose concerns and commercial interests were taken seriously 



and addressed in the preparation of the Mining Amendments legislation through the representations 
AMEC and the CME. A consideration not given the professional prospectors. 

The net effect of some of the Mining Act Amendment changes, may be to force several hundred 
fulltime prospectors and small miners to leave regional W.A., taking their capital , enterprise, 
consumer dollars, knowhow, and abilities elsewhere. This will have a dramatic, adverse, flow on, 
multiplier effect on regional centres creating ghost towns and leaving behind a FIFO economy. There 
has been no groundswell of community or industry support for, or a ·demonstrable need driving the 
introduction of these draconian measures on small-scale mining and prospecting activities and there 
appears to be no demonstrable benefits to be gained from them from this sector. 

By the DMP own admission (see below) there is a 97% environmental compliance rate (a near perfect 
performance) for the mining industry. It is difficult to imagine that any additional costly, onerous 
compliance requirements, documentation, reporting and/or performance conditions are going to achieve 
any additional environmental benefit (at best only an additional 3% is achievable). The "law of diminishing 
returns" states that incremental improvement is possible beyond this level only at exorbitant cost and effort, 
which far exceed the benefit gained. In the case of professional prospectors and small miners, with minimal 
ground disturbing activities over very small areas, the benefits to be gained would be insignificant. In other 
words it is a completely wasted exercise, involving substantial cost, requiring an inordinate effort, for 
virtually no material gain. Ipso facto, in this instance such draconian environmental measures as proposed 
will be entirely futile. If it is not broke (which in this case it demonstrably isn't), don't fix it, and certainly don't 
mandate futile and very costly processes to address it in legislation. 

An extract from the DMP Budget Papers 2015 - Page 533. 
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What the DMP do not seem to realize is that although small , these operators live locally, spend 
locally, vote locally, pay household and mining tenement rates locally, support small business locally , 
keep many small rural and regional centres afloat financially, pay taxes, and find many/most of the 
orebodies that the big corporate miners, the State Government and the Nation need. 

Prospectors and small miners are almost solely responsible for the essential first step in a long 
journey or orebody discovery. Without them that first step would not be taken and the derived 
considerable benefit to the State and the nation would not follow. Prospectors are more than paying 
their way, putting their own, often meagre resources back into the ground and taking the fin ancial 
risks. In the absence of prospectors, no one else will be taking over this critical role. 



We are not talking here about hobby prospectors and casual metal detecting enthusiasts, but major 
full time prospectors with substantial commitments and operations. These represent a few hundred 
soles at the big end of prospecting, the ones who bring home the bacon and whose efforts lead on to 
the big discoveries often made by others following in their footsteps. Busted-arse prospectors like 
Lang Hancock (iron ore) , George Cowcill (Kambalda nickel) , Jean-Paul Turcaut (Telfer Cu-Au), and 
Mark Creasy (Bronzewing & Jundee gold mines), who between them were ultimately responsible for 
the discovery of 1 O's of billions of dollars in resources in the last 50 years in W.A. 

Economically as a State and a nation, where would we be if they had been blocked or discouraged 
from making their significant economic contribution by financial imposts and government created 
compliance issues and other bureaucratic impediments. Company geologist by themselves did not 
and would not have discovered these deposits because they were busy doing other things. They were 
not putting the hard yards in on the ground where it counts and without the prospectors out on the 
ground day-after-day, scouring the countryside, turning over every interesting rock, testing with 
assays, traditional prospecting skills and applying years of hard-won experience, nobody else will be 
putting those hard yards in, and it won't only be just the prospector who will be the poorer for it. 
Mining company geologists don't scour the countryside, instead they largely follow-up leads provided 
by others (generally prospectors) and apply their own knowledge and skills to ground brought to their 
attention by the hard work of others. Companies could not afford to replace prospectors with 
geologists. Getting rid of the prospector would be like getting rid of general practitioners in medicine 
and expecting all medical specialist to go out and find their own patients. 

More than 80% of ore bodies have been discovered by prospectors passing on valuable information 
to corporate miners who document, finance and develop these deposits. This vital link in the finding of 
orebodies by prospectors has been largely overlooked and unappreciated by legislators, government 
mines departments and corporate miners and would be jeopardized by any adverse changes to the 
economic viability of prospecting. 

The author finds it surprising that after all these years the mining industry and more particularly the 
DMP still hasn't twigged as to where the majority of their orebodies have ultimately come from in 
terms of the discovery process, and why it is that they have come via that route and will continue to 
do so well into the future . 

Aboriginal prospectors 

A special group, aboriginal professional prospectors, represent another economic opportunity, where 
severally disadvantaged individuals with minimal levels of education and literacy can make a 
significant living for themselves and their families through this activity , living and working out of 
regional towns and centres and supported by a significant group of established kin folk. This is 
essentially one of the very few employment opportunities open to this significantly underprivileged 
group in regional WA. Prospecting does not require literacy or any significant level of education and 
can be quickly and effectively learned by observation from any experienced or skilled practitioner. 
With practice and application, on-the-job training is cheap, effective and painless. There are currently 
a significant number of highly skilled, although poorly educated, very successful and productive 
aboriginal prospectors in WA who are showing the way and opening up opportunities for others with 
limited educational background to get on the economic ladder and become independent productive 
contributors to the regional economy. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Professional prospectors and small miners are a largely unrecognised, but major contributor to the 
economy in regional WA contributing well over $100 million to the economy, employing around 500 
individuals and their families and contributing more than $30 million flow-on dollars into small 
business and services in the local economy. They are self-employed, self-motivated and self-reliant. 
They mostly recover gold from small, near-surface, shallow high grade deposits, that would otherwise 
be left undiscovered in the ground and unmined. They contribute significantly to the number of mining 
tenements being actively explored, particularly in periods of downturn and their activities can lead and 



have led to very significant, much larger and deeper deposits being identified and followed up by the 
major miners in the immediate vicinity . 

The DMP, the government and major industry players need to recognise the value of this significant 
asset and protect this important industry sector from any adverse unintended consequences occurring 
through accidental legislative neglect as has been the case in this instance. 

Pennission to reproduce and publish 

Dr Fagan is prepared to provide verbal testimony to the committee if requested , and defend this 
submission if necessary in person, and is happy to have the submission reproduced and incorporated 
in any documentation that the committee may request. 

Signed --~----~-\-~~::::_-_-_ --- . Date 20/3/2016 

Robert K. Fagan 

See following attachments 
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ATTACHMENT ONE 

COMPUTER MODELLING OF PROFESSIONAL POSPECTOR/ SMALL MINER ECONOMICS 

CASE STUDY ONE: based on 3 ounces of gold produced per week. 

Important input and output data are circled in blue and red respectively. 

MODELLING PROFESIONAL PROSPECTOR & SMALL MINER ECONOMICS Bob Fagan March 2016 

All the bold blue numbers are input data and the rest are calculated numbers produced by underlying formulae. 

Capital Expenditure devoted to prospecting 

4X4 ve llcle 
Caravan 

Camping eqlipmert 
Portable har•He ld prospectirg eqt.ipmerl 
Heavy earth mo...;ng 

Operating Expenditure devoted to prospecting 

Vehtde registration & insl.f"arces 
Vehide repairs maintenance & servicing 
Vehicle fuel 
Hea'Y machnery fuel 

No. of leases 
Hectares per lease 
Expenditure reqliremert / lease /hectare 
Total annual tenement expenditure 
Rents on leases 

Rates on leases 
Additional lease managernert fees 
Number of active days prospecting 
VICtual costs per day 
Office management costs per year 
Other Constmabfes 

Additional tenement compliance costs 

TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENDITURE 
GOLD PRODUCTION 

Gold production ounces/\wtek 

Operatirg weeks per year 

Gold Produ:tion per year (oz) 

Gold Prices (USS/ocnce) 

Exharge rate ($US/$Aus 

AUSSJource 
Gold production value 

Return to prospectors (A) - (8) = 

40 

450 
JOO 

300 
$50 

3.0 

33 
100 

$1,200 

$0.70 

COSTS & RETURNS/PROSPECTOR CUMULAlE COSTS & RETURNS BASED ON: 

25,000 
25.000 
10.000 
10,000 
50 000 

600 

3.000 
2,000 
5,000 

40.000 
2.250 
1,500 

500 

15,000 
5,000 
2.500 

$1 ,714.29 
$171 .257 

~ 

12,500,000 
12,500.000 

5,ooo.ooo 
5,000,000 

25 000,000 

300,000 
1,500.000 
1,000,000 
2,500,000 

20,000,000 
1,125,000 

750,000 
250,000 

7,500.000 
2,500,000 
1,250,000 

49, 950 oz total 

$55.12 /gram 
A GROSS VALUE OF GOLD 

NET VALUE OF GOLD 

VALUE TO THE COMf4.JNrT Y 

These figures are notional, average figures only for prospectors largely residing locally. Some prospectors do a lot better and some 

500 PROSPECTOR/MINERS 

1.548 kg of gold 

1.5 Tonnes of gold 

a lot worse. These figures also do not take into account part-time employment, and mining and contracting work undertaken by prospectors 

additional to their own prospecting activities to supplement their incomes. Nor do these figures take into account the 

recreational prospecting undertaken by locals and a significant number of interstate prospectors {who are estimated 

to be in the orde r of 1500) many of w hom stay over winter for several mont hs all contributing to t he local economy. 

Most of these prospectors l ive locally, rent and own houses locally, pay local rates, have fami les who l ive and wo rk locally, 

use local services and facilit ies and vote locally. About 70% of these people l ive in Kalgoorlie-Coo lgardie, with the rest in the other regional centres. 

Any economic disinsentives on these people will have a very big adverse trickle down affect on the local community and regional W.A. 

These independent and self motivated people are the essential seeds needed to start to populate the interior of Australia. 

Before a sustainable economy can develop, hardy, self-motivated pioneers are needed to create an economic base 

from w hich service industries can deve lop, creating a cr itical mass from w hich a sustainable economic base is acheivable. 

A fly-i n-fly-out model , w here no one has a long term investment in the region outside of the particular mining venture, can never achieve this. 

In the absence of sustainable agricult re, mining is the only primary industry that can sustain economic growth. 

The alternative is a depopulated, sterile, unproductive regional Australia - a needlessly abandoned economic wasteland. 

If you don't use it you deserve to lose it. The economic migrants of the not too distant future w ill star t demanding access to t his abandoned 

land and we would have no moral authority or the capacity to deny them. 

The case for SOOsuch prospectors.some $124 million is generated within the regional economy at virtually no cost to the state or nation. 
Proportinally increasing this number o f prospectors, with a few economic incentives and a lessoning of bureaucratic impediments, would 
proportionally increase this result and be seen as a very worthwhile region-building investment. 

EVERY DOLLAR ADDED TO TH E COST SIDE OF TH E EQUATION, WITHOUT ANY ASSOCIATED PRODUCTIVE BENEFIT, IS A DOLLAR LOST AND IS ESSENTIALLY 
A TAX ON PROFIT. A NON-PRODUCTIVE, $10,000 BU REAUCRATICCOST IMPOST ON THE PROSPECTOR, IS A $10,000 REDUCTION IN PROSPECTOR 
INCOME. 



ATTACHMENT TWO 

Golden West Refining Corporation Ltd, non-corporate gold 

production figures 1994 & 1995, as reported in the July 1996 

"Datum Post", a quarterly journal of the Amalgamated Prospectors 

& Leaseholders Association of WA. 

TI-IE JOURNAL OF TH.E AMALGAMATED PROSPECTOR 
D L EH LDFR ASSOClATTO OF 

WESTERN AUSTRALlA INC 

JuJ) 1996 Vol..3 No. I 

NON-CORPORATE MINERS 
PRODUCE 6.6 TO ES OF GOLD 
Figures ~leased to Th4! Datum 
Post by Golden \\. est Refining 
Corponation Ltd han ~vultd 
that this stale non-c:orpor.te 
prosptcton and minen have 
p roduced approx im a tely 6.6 
tonnesofRold worth around 106 
million doUan in lht lut finao
rial )ear. 
Customer Reln1 1on~ Manager 
Ro et ibley told e Datum Po51 
that the figures \\ere an accurate 
c~lunation reached aAcr considcr-
.ible research and included mfor
mm1on from \>ery reliable sources 

"itJ1in the mduslf). 
'TI1e fi&ure is up aroWld 1.6 tonne!> 
on the pre\.1ous ) ear Much of the 

' increased production is probably 
due to the new mclal detector tech
nology 1ba1 was introduced in 

1995", he said. 
APLA President Bob Sheppard 
said, "The release of these figures 
by an independent source shows 
just how important non-corporate 
prospectors and miners arc to the 
wealth of the t.ate. 
While the 6.6 tonne figure Y.ouJd 
mdude the contribution from c;omc 
fairly larg_c non-corporate opera
tions including open cut mmes and 
o;ands treatment plants much of 
this production Y-ould come from 
the small operator who is qwelly 
gcnmg on with the job of develop
ing thi states mineral \\eallh. 
Members of APLA's branches and 
a ffi I iated associations can certainly 
be proud of their contribution to 
that total." 

D JN OUTBACK SEARCH 
~-- _ ... A.L.- _._.:...._ ......... _ __..__ 

APLA 
Rtprrsrnltng Pro9prctor9 

l!tmcr l 004 

18 MONTH DELA I 
PRO PECTORS 
Ml ING LE E 

GRANT. 
82 year old Boulder prosp«tor 
Jack Otway bas still 001 hid bb 
mining In t granted arttr a 18 
month dtlay due to a !ative T itle 
aaim. 

Mr Otway, who is o member 
of the Ea tern Goldfields 
Prospectors A sociation cannot go 
to work on the ground that he 
previously held as a Prospecting 
Licence untiJ the requirement of 
lhe Native Title Act are mcL 

Encouraged by his 
prospecting effurts to dntethe miner 
hopes to begin workoo hjs9 hectare 
lease near Kano"11a by putting in a 
cro cutfromthebottomofa mall 
shnft that was unk ot lhe tum of 
the entury but his efforts are being 
frustrated by the long delay in the 
gr.inting ofb:ic title. 

A lthnnah hP hn he.en 



ATTACHMENT THREE 

15% of mining and exploration expenditure in WA spent by non

corporate prospectors and miners. 

"Datum Post'' June 2003, a quarterly journal of the Amalgamated 

Prospectors & Leaseholders Association of WA. 

JundllO ~ \ 111. IO N11 ~ 

THEJOI K'>\LOFTitF \\1\LG\MAITOPRO. PECTORS 

" 'D LEA rno1 m RSA so IAI I{)~ or 

\\ESTER~ Al STRALI \ l\C. 

Well Done Prospectors! 

RC:-J'ltvnli • 
l'f\lSl\.'Chlf'l S l rlC~ 

lfl04 

15% of mining and exploration expenditure in Western Australia Is SJ?ent 
by non-cor~orate ~ros~ectors and miners 

1;r~~ P~'un: 1>11 nu11•\:1111ioru11: pm.,._ 
fl'.'\:IOC Ill lb.: lulun: .. 

,. ,,,, ,..,..,., fin{"">!• : 

END OF SUBMISSION 

WA'• pl"01lpectors •re 
continuing to pn>spect, mine 
and find gold 



Standing Committee on Legislation - inquiry into the 
Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

SUBMISSION TITLE 

OVERVIEW OF THE MAIN CONCERNS SPECIFICALLY 
AFFECTING PROFESSIONAL SMALL MINERS 

What Went Wrong With This Process 

Submission by 

Dr Robert Keith Fagan: 

Dr Fagan is a retired geologist, former senior lecturer in exploration geology, geochemistry including 
environmental geochemistry at the Western Australian School of Mines until retirement in 2011 . An 
active and current prospector and tenement holder for the last 30 years in WA. An active member of 
the Amalgamated Prospectors & Leaseholders Association (APLA) and on the APLA executive for 
most of the last 15 years, and a recent Vice President. Active member of the Goldfields First group of 
concerned prospectors and small business operators in the Goldfields. 

General background to this submission 

The recently recognised repercussions of the mining amendments legislation, should have been 
recognised years ago if those in charge had an better understanding of the different dimensions 
involved, had been more alert, and most importantly had been more consultative across the broad 
spectrum of the industry. 

The lumping of some 500 fulltime, self-employed , self-funding, small business owners, many of whom 
have operated successfully for more than 40 years as professional prospectors and small miners, in 
with large corporate miners, operating in a completely different mining environment, exploiting 
completely different types of ore bodies, at completely different scales seem totally incongruous. This 
incongruity was not recognised earlier where it could have been avoided , because of arrogance, 
ignorance and lack of consultation. 

The result has been the establishment of a set of legislative processes, designed by and for the big 
corporate miners to meet their needs and circumstances, but totally ignoring the starkly differing 
needs and circumstances of the small owner-operator miners and who are now being forced to 
operate under this new regime. 

If fulltime professional small miners should have no reason for concern over the new legislation, why 
do hundreds who have hundreds of thousands of dollar investments and their livelihoods depending 
on it, and who have read the full version of what is proposed, and fully understand how it is likely to 
affect them, still express extreme concern . 



The case supporting this submission 

To summarize the present predicaments flowing on to the small miner resulting from this lack of input 
into the legislative process: 

1. The amendments bill is generally favoured by the bigger miners represented by AMEC & the 
CME, because they were adequately consulted, had all their concerns addressed, and were not 
involved or effected by the issues affecting the small miners contained in the legislation. 

2. Of the small operators affected, most at the smaller end can work within the new system at their 
very small scale. But there are significant numbers of larger operators amongst the professional 
small miners who fall just beyond this "low impact" threshold. This group of several hundred 
individuals feel their small businesses, compelled to operate according to a completely 
inappropriate set of mining procedures, designed solely to accommodate the needs of big 
corporate miners, will be crippled with costs, compliance, and other unnecessary impediments, 
inappropriate operating conditions and processes, that they will be incapable of complying with , or 
will be cost prohibitive. 

3. There are some 53 pages of turgid detail contained in the new legislation and the devil is in the 
detail, and the complexity is not adequately done justice to in 2 minute sound bites, and media 
statements from any of the parties, including the AMEC the Chamber, politicians and Minister for 
Mines. 

4. The main changes in the amendments reflect a new expanded environmental compliance 
environment. The small miners "corner store" business model has been suddenly replaced by a 
"supermarket scale" inappropriate business model without any consultation. The big companies 
have the resources, expertise, time and personal to address and accommodate these new 
provisions. The sole operator at the small end has none of these advantages and cannot afford to 
change or employ the expertise required to compete in an entirely, restructured new playing field. 

5. The DMP have given effectively only a very small number (one individual) , the opportunity to 
contribute in the early days of drafting of the legislation. This individual failed to recognise the 
complexity of the issues involved, and failed to disperse this information to the wider prospecting 
and small mining community, which would have addressed all the currently outstanding issues. 
As a result there has been virtually no adequate consultation with this sector. 

6. The small operators most affected by this legislation, are the bigger producers within the 
prospecting/small mining community, with the most tenements, most expenditure commitments, 
most invested , and who produce most of the gold from this sector. Past estimates suggest small 
miners produce well over a tonne of gold per year, worth over $50 million to the regional 
economy, and most of this comes from those who will be affected most by this legislation. 

7. A big part of the new amendments relate to newly introduced environmental provisions. Past 
environmental compliance exceeds 97% (DMP's own figures) for all miners. The majority of the 
recalcitrant 3% can be sheeted home to some very large and well recognised corporate mining 
failures , and not from the small mining sector. In view of this , the threat of an excessive 
investigative and punitive policies seem unnecessary and intimidating for the small sector and 
designed specifically for internal revenue raising purposes. The small independent professional 
prospector and small miner is not part of this problem and does not warrant the very heavy 
handed DMP response being directed towards the large polluters. Even including the big miners, 
the 3% environmental non-compliance is remarkable small and suggests that that there is no 
serious, unmanaged or unmanageable environmental problem. If there is then the DMP have 
manifestly failed to identify and document it. 

8. If small miners cannot operate under the new economic environment, then illegal mining will fill 
the void, without any overview or control and no rehabilitation , with devastation consequences on 
the natural environment. This is perhaps what the DMP expect with the significantly beefed up 
investigative and punitive powers they have provided in the new Act. 

9. The vital link in the finding of most orebodies by prospectors has been largely overlooked and is 
unappreciated, and may disappear if these proposed changes become law. Mining companies 
cannot and do not do what prospectors do. This important sector is where most of our ore bodies 
largely come from, but perhaps not for much longer if the DMP gets its way. Another $4 billion 
Bronzewing orebody left in the ground, undiscovered by prospectors, benefits nobody. 

10. The economic, employment and social flow-on to the wider regional community from any 
downturn in effectiveness or profitability of this important small mining sector may have serious 
consequence for whole regional communities already facing difficult economic circumstances. 
These peoples dollars are important and support many hundreds of downstream jobs and other 
parts of the economy in regional Western Australia. 



Conclusion 

The changes necessary to accommodate what the small miners need to operate efficiently and be 
economically viable are minimal, would only affect the small operators, not change the exiting 
arrangements for the large mining companies , be at minimal or no cost, require minimal effort, and 
protect and preserve a critical industry and help maintain employment and support other small 
businesses in regional W.A. 

Professional prospectors and small miners need the opportunity to have effective input into this new 
legislation to protect and promote their interests. 

Signed . Date 20/3/2016 

Robert K. Fagan 

lmesiti
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Standing Committee on Legislation - inquiry into the 
Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

SUBMISSION TITLE 

The Mining Amendments Legislation and the 
Mines Department Policy on Mine Closures 

Submission by 

Dr Robert Keith Fagan: 

Dr Fagan is a retired geologist, former senior lecturer in exploration geology, geochemistry including 
environmental geochemistry at the Western Australian School of Mines until retirement in 2011 . An 
active and current prospector and tenement holder for the last 30 years in WA. An active member of 
the Amalgamated Prospectors & Leaseholders Association (APLA) and on the APLA executive for 
most of the last 15 years, and a recent Vice President. Active member of the Goldfields First group of 
concerned prospectors and small business operators in the Goldfields. 

General background to this submission 

The most concerning aspect of the recent management of the Department of Mineral and Petroleum 
(DMP) has been the lack of vision or any deep understanding of the inherent nature and economic 
development of world class complex mineral-rich regions , to maximise the life of these valuable 
resources and successfully manage one of the world's great natural economic assets. 

These concerns follow quickly on from the DMP's recent and well publicised flawed (in the view of 
prospectors and small miners) effort over the Mining Act Amendment Legislation 2015 and shows a 
similar lack of vision and understanding and an inability to seek advice, listen and learn. It is quite 
apparent that the Mines Department and their political masters have no deep understanding or 
interest in the economic importance of mining and mining regions , and their extremely important 
economic contribution to Western Australia. 

The case supporting this submission 

By far the most serious basic flaw in this area occurred in a recent DMP departmental release, 
"Guidelines for Preparing Mine Closure Plans, May 2015". This document displays the DMP's 
apparently incredibly short sighted view that once a mine closes that that is the end of any future 
mining on that site. The view then is that a "mine closure" scenario must be immediately implemented 
for the post-mining phase that will include planning for an end use "with a higher beneficial use than 
the pre-mining land use". These managers and planners don't seem realise that in most instances, 
the most probable and optimum post-mining land use will be further mining by somebody else, if not 
in the short term then certainly in the longer term. Mining in places like the Goldfields has been going 
on for over 100 years and old mines are continually being replaced by newer, bigger and better 
mines. The ground is continually turning over with new projects developing on old areas. The next 
new big mines are going to be found beneath or in the near vicinity to former abandoned and existing 



operations. Improvements in technology mean that we continually mine better, cheaper, with lower 
grades and for new commodities. In the modern era mining is virtually a renewable resource thanks to 
rapid advances in technology that continually create new opportunities. What is impossible today, 
technology will make achievable tomorrow. Don't consign old mines to the dustbin of history just yet. 
For large blocks of territory such as the Goldfields, mining is and will always be by far the most 
productive use of the land. There is no other high-value, economically viable alternative land use that 
can sustain the local economy and contribute to a sustainable future in many isolated and 
economically marginal agricultural areas, such as the Goldfields at the moment, other than mining. 
Abandoning a viable mining future , forcing the region to depopulate and revert to an unproductive 
vegetative state is unacceptable and very short sighted. 

The total amount of land used in mining is relatively small compared with agriculture. For example, in 
the United States, agriculture uses 52% of land area whereas mining disturbs 0.02-0.1 % of land and 
this is not to mention the enormous human land footprint in large metropolitan population centres and 
associated coastal ribbon developments that service them. Mining opportunities and development in 
regional W.A. are not substantial users of land and haven't declined, they are maturing. The short
sighted governments policies reflected in these types of government management proposals are 
needlessly and thoughtlessly turning off the tap. The DMP and its political overlords seem to believe 
that the mining glass half empty and draining fast. 

Mining and agriculture are primary industries that produce something from nothing, or more 
specifically in the case of mining, produce enormous value from an insignificantly small area of 
otherwise marginal or unproductive land. Acre-for-acre for the land area affected, mining is by far 
some of the most productive land use on earth. Mining produces wealth and feeds essential 
materials into secondary industries such as manufacturing that produce even more wealth and the 
products that a modern society needs. The service industries reprocess and increase that wealth and 
employment through marketing goods and services. Mining in the Goldfields and in similar regions is 
the initial well spring of wealth creation that then permeates to all corners of our economy. To 
purposely put impediments in place that will inevitably and irretrievably close off and sterilize mining is 
needlessly shutting of this well spring and the flow-on effects throughout the wider economy. These 
regions need to be carefully protected and nurtured to extract their full potential. Leaving a billion 
dollars buried in the ground through ignorance or neglect would be a national economic tragedy. 

The end of mining is not immanent and never will be anywhere in a world. Giant world class mineral 
resource provinces like the Goldfields and others resource-rich areas in W.A., are globally rare but 
spectacularly enriched areas of enormous value and an enormous asset and a gift of nature. The 
really big ones are so phenomenally enriched that they are not so easily depleted and will always be a 
source of mineral interest and wealth. Why are they a priceless asset? Because they are the only 
ones that exist and we are lucky enough to have more than our fair share of them in this State. Not to 
make full use of them is unacceptable stewardship of a nationally significant asset. You don 't throw 
the cake out after you have only just eaten the icing . You don 't shut down agriculture after harvesting 
just one crop. In resource-rich provinces, "a better outcome than what we started with " would be to 
leave the land so that others can take advantage of existing developments and mining infrastructure 
and can build on that running start and undertake more mining in the future. 

This highlights other areas of bureaucratic neglect in the management and stewardship of W.A"s 
world-class mineral assets. What for example is the Mines Department's long term plan for the future 
of regions like the Goldfields - they don't seem to have one, other than to oversee the turning off of 
the taps leading to the turning off of the lights. The Goldfields and like-regions with world-class 
resource assets should be set aside permanently as carefully managed, government designated and 
sanctioned mineral provinces, and reserved for mineral resource and mining development purposes. 
These are the mining and mineral equivalent of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. As designated 
mineral fields, they should not be hobbled by arbitrary and unnecessary environmental restrictions 
that stifle long-term mining development for no useful purpose. In 100 years time, mining if nurtured 
and supported they will still be the major economic driver for the region and this should be promoted 
actively by the Mines Department. Most nations on earth would kill for what we have, yet value so little 
and manage so casually. 



Supporting evidence 

The bulk of the supporting evidence for the claims made above in this submission come from the 
recent DMP departmental release, "Guidelines for Preparing Mine Closure Plans, May 2015'. 

Conclusion 

Sustainable development principles and the premature planning for permanent mine closures are 
incompatible outcomes. Without the economic driver of mining, regions such as the Goldfields have 
little economic potential that can maintain the present population and infrastructure. They will 
inevitably become increasingly depopulated, dropping below the critical mass for economic 
sustainability and be largely abandoned, reverting to their natural wild unproductive state. What a 
waste of a vast area of the Australian landmass. In an overpopulated and under resourced world 
Australia 's stewardship of such a vast underdeveloped and underpopulated land could and would be 
seen as unacceptable in a world of several million displaced and desperate refugees. One solution 
likely to be imposed on Australia from outside would be to populate the virtually disserted and 
undeveloped interior of this vast continent. The outside world may not be too sympathetic to any 
resistance from Australia to do more with what it has in abundance (undeveloped land and 
resources). 

The mining industry needs to promote a reasoned , realistic, progressive and optimistic plan for the 
very long-term (100 years plus) future, that preserves our ability to continue to develop this 
enormously enriched asset for the benefit of all and in the process ensure the economic viability and 
sustainability of regional Australia. The view from the top within the DMP and its management and it's 
political overseers seems to be that it's all downhill from here and the Mining Act Amendments 2015 
legislation is designed to accommodate that narrow vision. 

Signed . Date 20/3/2016 

Robert K. Fagan 
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Standing Committee on Legislation - inquiry into the 
Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

SUBMISSION TITLE 

A NEW CATEGORY OF PROFESSIONAL PROSPECTORS AND SMALL 

MINERS & A NEW SECTION WITHIN THE MINING ACT FOR THIS 

GROUP 

Submission by 

Dr Robert Keith Fagan: 

Dr Fagan is a retired geologist, former senior lecturer in exploration geology, geochemistry including 
environmental geochemistry at the Western Australian School of Mines until retirement in 2011 . An 
active and current prospector and tenement holder for the last 30 years in WA. An active member of 
the Amalgamated Prospectors & Leaseholders Association (APLA) and on the APLA executive for 
most of the last 15 years, and a recent Vice President. Active member of the Goldfields First group of 
concerned prospectors and small business operators in the Goldfields. 

General background to this submission 

Professional prospectors and small miners suggest the insertion of a whole new 
division into the Mining Act, by way of amending the proposed Mining Act 
Amendments 2015, to specifically facilitate professional small miners and 
prospectors needs. We request that our assistance and input be used for the 
drafting of this new division into the Mining Act. This would ensure that the needs 
of prospectors and small miners within the mining industry (who have currently 
fallen through the cracks) are incorporated and protected without adversely 
affecting the larger corporate miners or the very small end of the industry that are 
currently catered for in the existing amendments. 

With a proper redrafting of the amendments incorporating such a section , the 
needs of all sectors of the mining industry can be covered and all interests 
protected and the legislation as it currently stands can proceed. 



The case supporting this submission 

Some input into how this new division in the Mining Act, specifically covering the 
small independent miner category, will need to come about through adequate 
consultation with this sector. 

Some Twenty-odd issues to start with: 

• a proper definition of a professional prospector and small miner as a 
recognised category, and accommodation of the special needs and 
circumstances of this category within the Mining Act, as distinct from the 
needs of the larger corporate miners and the small recreational prospectors 

• the registration of individuals as a recognised professional prospectors and 
small miners category 

• an operational scale for this category of up to 25 hectares of ground 
disturbance open at any one time 

• no overly detailed or convoluted application process for disturbed areas under 
25 hectares - the detail required today wasn't necessary in the past, and 97% 
environmental compliance indicates it not necessary now 

• minimal reporting and compliance conditions excessive and 
unnecessary red and green tape without meaningful outcomes or benefits to 
the environment, the operator or the DMP, is enormously wasteful and serves 
no useful purpose 

• Low impact should not mean no impact. Impact has little consequence if 
adequate rehabilitation follows. The rehabilitated end-product should be the 
sole arbiter of successful implementation and completion , with no 
intermediate review or reporting hurdles to frustrate and inhibit progress (i.e. 
and outcomes-based result) . Area disturbed rather than tonnage should be 
the main criteria and in the case of small miners the areas disturbed and the 
time frame of disturbance is minimal. 

• There should be no significant fees involved - these seem to have more to do 
with internal DMP revenue raising for environmental management functions 
than any other purpose. 

• all conditions should be protected, defined and enshrined in the Mining Act 
legislation itself and not consigned to the less secure Mining Regulation, 
where they can more readily be altered rather arbitrarily, without consultation, 
negotiation or even public notice. 

• if it ain't broke don't fix it - where exactly was it broke for the professional 
prospector and small miner, why weren't they consulted in the proposed 
changes, and how can we rescue this seriously compromised sector? 



• Equating self-funded, individual professional prospectors and small miners, 
with minimal ground disturbing capacity, with large corporate miners and 
expecting them to operate on the same basis and under the same rules and 
compliance constraints (on which they had no input), shows a complete lack 
of concern for the future of this small but very important end of the industry, 
which generates well over $50 million a year for regional WA 

• Because professional small miners had no input into this process, they have 
been arbitrarily lumped in with the larger corporate miners and regulated on 
the same basis, even though they are using different methods and mining a 
completely different type of resource. Short term, very shallow small scale 
surface mining , creating a small footprint; as opposed to the longer term, 
much bigger scale excavations of the larger corporate miner. The small 
operator cannot compete when forced to conform to a set of rules and 
conditions designed for the much larger operator running a completely 
different style of operation. Small-scale surface mining is specialized niche 
mining, and not in any way comparable to large corporate operations and 
cannot be efficiently and economically constrained by the same guidelines. 
The small mining sector requires its own a fit-for-purpose set of regulations. 
Small round peg miners should not be forced into inappropriate, uneconomic 
square peg operations dictated by square peg regulations, through a lack of 
consultation and negotiation. Such small near-surface resources would 
remain undiscovered, unworked and would be a loss to the economy of 
Western Australia. These small deposits often form the trigger leading to the 
discovery of deeper more substantial economically viable resources below or 
adjacent to prospector workings that the large miners identify and can follow 
up. 

• in many instances mining activity has significantly improved the value and 
potential of the ground over the pre-mining condition why is this not taken into 
account? The most economically significant potential on old mined ground is 
the potential for more mining in the future. 

• what is the DMP's long term view of mining in the Goldfields? Does it have a 
25 year, 50 year, 200 year plan? 

• mineral resources are not finite , they can expand and extend well into the 
future for hundreds of years and should not be isolated from future 
development - we still mine Roman and ancient Egyptian mineral fields and 
probably always will. 

• why not transfer mine rehabilitation expenditure to fix up other areas in need 
but with little future mining potential rather than waste it on ground that will 
inevitably be re-mined and the good money spent and rehabilitation effort 
done in the past are all re-excavated? 

• why not propose designated mining or resource provinces, (special mining 
reserve areas), for well-worked and already stressed mining regions, 
requiring less stringent tenement application, reporting and rehabilitation 
standards. These areas to be confined to already identified regions where the 
principle activity is to be mining. We have designated national parks and 
marine reserves, why not designated resource parks? 



• Natural resource-rich regions are very rare and a great gift. They need to be 
preserved exclusively for resource purposes and not arbitrarily shut down, for 
there is nowhere else to get these resources. 

• the creation of an independent ombudsman-type position to adjudicate 
disputes between stakeholders and the DMP 

• a more responsive DMP attitude to stakeholder concerns and input 

• an inquiry into past malpractice within the DMP in its treatment of tenement 
holders and their concerns 

• there seems to be concerns over legacy issues involving tenements having a 
long and continuous history, where the DMP wants to 
change retrospectively, the rules for the tenement holder, removing all the 
prior conditions, replacing them with new conditions. 

Conclusion 

The DMP needs to organise a comprehensive review in order to fully understand 
and accommodate this important but largely forgotten sector of the mining 
industry. Prospectors historically and still today are responsible for ultimately 
discovering most ore bodies, as well as producing several tonnes of 
gold, gainfully employing several hundred people, and investing millions of 
dollars into service industries, small business and the regional WA community 
annually. 

There is a need for a whole new division introduced into the Mining Act to 
specifically facilitate professional small miners and prospectors needs. Direct 
input from professional prospectors and small miners would be needed in drafting 
of this new stakeholder division within the Mining Act. This would ensure that the 
needs of prospectors and small miners within the mining industry are 
incorporated and protected without adversely affecting the larger corporate 
miners. With a proper redrafting of the amendments the needs of all sectors of 
the mining industry can then be covered . 

Signed __ ttd ____ ~_t'_fy_;-_ ... _~~~~==-. Date 20/3/2016 

Robert K. Fagan 
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Standing Committee on Legislation - inquiry into the 
Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

SUBMISSION TITLE 

MINING'S ENVIRONMENTAL IMPRINT 

Submission by 

Dr Robert Keith Fagan: 

Dr Fagan is a retired geologist, former senior lecturer in exploration geology, geochemistry including 
environmental geochemistry at the Western Australian School of Mines until retirement in 2011 . An 
active and current prospector and tenement holder for the last 30 years in WA. An active member of 
the Amalgamated Prospectors & Leaseholders Association (APLA) and on the APLA executive for 
most of the last 15 years, and a recent Vice President. Active member of the Goldfields First group of 
concerned prospectors and small business operators in the Goldfields. 

General background to this submission 

The total amount of land used in mining is relatively small compared with agriculture. For example, in 
the United States, agriculture uses 52% of land area whereas mining disturbs 0.02-0.1 % of land and 
this is not to mention the enormous human land footprint in large metropolitan population centres and 
associated coastal ribbon developments that service them. Mining opportunities and development in 
regional W.A. are not substantial users of land and haven't declined, they are maturing. The short
sighted government policies reflected in these types of government management proposals , are 
needlessly and thoughtlessly turning off the economic tap. The DMP and its political overlords seem 
to believe that the mining glass is half empty and draining fast. 

Mining and agriculture are primary industries that produce something from nothing, or more 
specifically in the case of mining, produce enormous value from an insignificantly small area of 
otherwise marginal or unproductive land. Acre-for-acre for the land area affected, mining is by far 
some of the most productive land use on earth. Mining produces wealth and feeds essential 
materials into secondary industries such as manufacturing that produce even more wealth and the 
products that a modern society needs. The service industries reprocess and increase that wealth and 
employment through marketing goods and services. Mining in the Goldfields and in similar regions is 
the initial well spring of wealth creation that then permeates to all corners of our economy. To 
purposely put impediments in place that will inevitably and irretrievably close off and sterilize mining is 
needlessly shutting of this well spring and the flow-on effects throughout the wider economy. These 
regions need to be carefully protected and nurtured to extract their full potential. Leaving a billion 
dollars buried in the ground through ignorance or neglect would be a national economic tragedy. 

The case supporting this submission 

• In the vast majority of cases the quantity of disturbed land is miniscule, largely has no other 
economic or social value or purpose, and will make no practical contribution to the State, the 



economy or the environment, making mining by far the most productive use of that relatively small 
area of land. 

• The nature of ground disturbing work is immaterial when fair rehabilitation follows. The state of 
the ground after rehabilitation is the critical concern, not the tonnage disturbed or intermediate 
processes. 

• Environmental standards are improved by improving the environmental education, understanding, 
experience and general mining competency of all Mines Department personal. At the moment it is 
woeful. Small miners with 30+ years of successful operation know far more about what works in 
specific circumstances, than recent environmental graduates and more importantly far more about 
what is practical in terms of mining processes and economics. 

• Most DMP-based environmental personal are a bit like the old joke about the world 's greatest 
expert on sex, who had never had a girlfriend . A little knowledge is a dangerous thing and in the 
hands of an officious bureaucrat can create havoc. 

• Mines Department officials can give you many reasons why a work proposal is refused , but 
cannot and do not tell you how it can succeed. If mining activity is to be thwarted and frustrated to 
the extent that it cannot proceed, then why grant tenements in the first place? Prospectors and 
miners continue to have to pay rents and are expected to fulfil significant expenditure 
commitments on tenements that they are being blocked from effectively working, through 
convoluted red tape, petty , restrictive policies, inadequately trained environmental staff, and an 
unaccountable and inflexible bureaucracy. The largely unresponsive Mines Department cannot 
continue to bury its head in the sand on a whole range of systemic problems which are not being 
adequately addressed. 

Conclusion 

Rather than rejecting the bill in its current form, Upper House MP's should instead submit it to a 
properly convened and representative committee (in which all stakeholders in the industry including 
professional prospectors and small miners can contribute}, in order to review its numerous 
shortcomings before resubmission . 

It would also be essential to ensure that if good workable laws are introduced, the new Mining 
Regulations that will eventually accompany the legislation could be reviewed at the same time and 
that a complementary package of mining legislation and mining regulation results . 

But this should just be the start of a more serious and necessary review of the Mines 
Department and its function. 

Signed . Date 20/3/2016 

Robert K. Fagan 
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Standing Committee on Legislation - inquiry into the 
Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

SUBMISSION TITLE 

THE FLAWED POLICY PROCESSES IN THE 
DMP'S DEVELOPMENT OF THIS LEGISLATION 

Submission by 

Dr Robert Keith Fagan: 

Dr Fagan is a retired geologist, former senior lecturer in exploration geology, geochemistry including 
environmental geochemistry at the Western Australian School of Mines until retirement in 2011 . An 
active and current prospector and tenement holder for the last 30 years in WA. An active member of 
the Amalgamated Prospectors & Leaseholders Association (APLA) and on the APLA executive for 
most of the last 15 years, and a recent Vice President. Active member of the Goldfields First group of 
concerned prospectors and small business operators in the Goldfields. 

General background to this submission 

The development process has been a shambles reflecting no credit on any of the major parties 
involved including the Mines Minister (Bill Marmion), the Liberal Party , the DMP, AMEC and the CME . 

One of the main issues has been the lack of consultation with an important industry group, the 
professional prospectors and small miners, who were never consulted on these changes despite 
Mines Minister Bill Marmion's repetition (and disappointingly mirrored by AMEC chief Simon Bennison 
and a raft of others) of the now absolutely thoroughly discredited mantra of "a four years consultation 
process". Please get this straight Minister Marmion, the CME, AMEC and the Liberal politicians -
these people were never consulted . 

The case supporting this submission 

The DMP had the opportunity to inform the 3000 plus tenement holders (whom this legislation will 
directly impact), via email and letters as the DMP did very successfully with the MRF process when it 
was introduced. 

The Liberal Party, AMEC and the CME were consulted and had considerable input, and that is why 
they are more than happy with the process and so should be. Professional prospectors and small 
miners were not, and their economic and commercial interests have been totally ignored in a seriously 
flawed legislative process. 

This legislation lacks procedural fairness for the professional small operator and is so seriously flawed 
in that regard that it risks being entirely rejected by both sides of parliament in both houses. 

Procedural fairness relates to not intentionally or otherwise, so handicapping a section of the 
community in the legislative process, as to severely disadvantage them in the competitive 
environment in which they have to operate. The small miners have been taken from an environment 
(a "corner store style business model") in which they operated quite profitably for a great many years 



and forced to operate in an entirely new inappropriate operating model (the significantly up-scaled 
"supermarket business model" with a significantly increased level of regulatory and financial burden), 
which is entirely unsuited to the circumstances in which they normal operate and are consequently 
severely disadvantaged. 

Scrutiny of the legitimacy of any Bill involves applying certain Fundamental Legislative Principles: 

• Does the legislation have sufficient regard to the rights and liberties of individuals of those 
being effected? 

• Is the Bill consistent with principles of Natural Justice? 
• Is the bill dealing fairly, impartially and equitably with all parties? 

• Have all groups effected by the legislation had an opportunity to have their interests and 
concerns identified and considered? 

This Bill, for the professional prospector and small miner, fails on many of these counts and may well 
be struck out as seriously flawed legislation on that basis alone. 

I also draw attention to: 

REPORT 30 STANDING COMMITIEE ON LEGISLATION BELL GROUP COMPANIES {FINALISATION OF 

MATTERS AND DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEEDS) BILL 2015 Presented by Hon Robyn McSweeney MLC 

{Chair) November 2015, Appendix 4, Page 163. 

This Bill, for the professional prospector and small miner, appears to fail on many of these counts as 
well (see highlighted provisions more specifically), and may equally well be struck out as seriously 
flawed legislation on this basis also. 

Specific examples of these failures in process will be demonstrated in submissions from Goldfields 
First and in many of the small miner written submissions and in verbal evidence to be presented 
before the committee. 



Conclusion 
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What is required by, is designed for, and is workable for the larger corporate miners, does not suit the 
smaller scale operator operations. Small operators are not just scaled down versions of big operators, 
they are running completely different business with completely different requirements. 

This Bill , to the professional prospector and small miner, appears to fail on many counts involving 
technical and legal shortcomings and appears to be of doubtful legality and very poorly drafted by 
those who should Know better. 

A real concern is that if the professional prospectors and small miner group cannot get a satisfactory 
resolution of their concerns, they will be forced to campaign strongly for the legislation to be voted 
down when and if it appears in the Upper House. This would be a very unsatisfactory outcome for all 
concerned, considering that accommodating professional prospector concerns could be (and could 
have been) so easily, readily and painless achieved with no detrimental impact on other parties, with 
further consultation from day one. 

Signed . Date 20/3/2016 

Robert K. Fagan 
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Standing Committee on Legislation - inquiry into the 
Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

SUBMISSION TITLE 

Unworkable Restrictions on Basic Prospecting Activities on 

Prospecting Licences, Exploration Licences and Retention Licences 

Submission by 

Dr Robert Keith Fagan: 

Dr Fagan is a retired geologist, former senior lecturer in exploration geology, geochemistry including 

environmental geochemistry at the Western Australian School of Mines until retirement in 2011 . An 
active and current prospector and tenement holder for the last 30 years in WA. An active member of 
the Amalgamated Prospectors & Leaseholders Association (APLA) and on the APLA executive for 
most of the last 15 years, and a recent Vice President. Active member of the Goldfields First group of 
concerned prospectors and small business operators in the Goldfields. 

General background to this submission 

Points (a) to (d) in the scanned image below (taken from section (103AE) of the marked-up version of the 
Mining Amendments Act 2015, are listed as relevant activities , in the proposed Mining Amendments 
legislation. These four activities cover virtually all ground disturbing activities undertaken and would not be 
allowed unless they have a notice of low impact activity (LIA) with respect to that activity, or an approved 
Program of Works (POW) in relation to that activity. Low level versions of virtually all these activities are 
allowed to be conducted at the present time without any specific application process or written authority. 

If the yet to be produced mining regulations do not tidy this up, technically all types of general low level 
prospecting activity, including digging nuggets with a detector, loaming, two-stroke hang held post-hole 
augering, and other forms and surface sampling, would require a notice of LIA or a POW. 

The Regulations cannot over rule the Mining Act, only work beneath its over-arching provisions. Taken at 
face value the wording of 103AE, will lock out any activity normally described as low impact prospecting 
including the recreational prospector/fossicker and would possibly clash with the long held rights assigned 
to the Miners Right. The Miners Right is regarded as an essential declaration of the basic rights of the 
prospector and is fiercely defended as such. Any attempt to alter those conditions would be greatly 
resisted. 

Even the lease holder is not immune from these provisions. If the tenement holder has no POW to cover 
themselves, even given the nod to the prospector to be there, then they and the prospector undertaking a 
relevant activity without the require documentation will be liable as it is breaching the act and subject to 
very substantial fines possible up to and exceeding $10,000. 

We all know there is a growing push by many including some high in the DMP that recreational and hobby 
prospectors should not be allowed in the field or even operating on other persons tenements , even with the 
tenement holders permission. 

The case supporting this submission 

Sec 103AE. Prospecting' is a 'Relevant Activity' - To undertake a 'relevant activity (RA), you have to 
give a notice of Low Impact Activity. So unless the regulations specifical ly define Prospecting to be 



other than a Low Impact Activity (LIA) you will have to lodge a Low Impact Notice [or even a POW -
every time you go "Prospecting". This could be taken to extremes to the extent that metal detecting 
(a basic form of prospecting) will require a LIA notice. Until we see the Mining Regulations, how do 
we know this won't be the case. The whole Mining Act and the Mining Regulations in marked up form 
needs to be presented together. 

Even if accommodations for the moment are included in the Mining Regulations to cover this issue, 
they can be easily changed and there is no guarantee that they will remain in place in the future 
without the overriding full protection of the Mining Act provides. 

Supporting evidence 

The following scanned and highlighted document portion , forms part of the marked-up version of the Mining 
Amendments Act 2015 relevant to the issues discussed above. 
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Conclusion 

The implications of 103AE for even the most harmless and insignificant of prospecting activities are 
potentially at significant risk, with the undermining of protections long offered under the Miners Right in 
question. The suggestion of covering this in special provisions to be written into the Mining Regulations (as 
yet sight unseen), gives nobody any confidence of any certainty or continuity of basic rights currently 
available and protected under the existing Mining Act. 

This provision poses a severe threat to basic activities and provisions currently guaranteed under the 
Miners Right outlined below. 

The Miner's Right 

Obtained for a one-off fee of $25 from any Mining Registrar's Office. An individual holder of the Miner's 
Right may pass or re-pass over any existing Crown land, mining tenement, or pastoral lease for the 
purpose of conducting activities allowed under a Miner's Right. These include carrying out the following on 
Crown Land not the subject of a granted mining tenement: 

prospect (look) for minerals (including but not restricted to gold) 

conduct geological mapping and tests for minerals 

undertake limited sampling using hand held equipment to remove up to 20 kg of sample 
per visit 

mark out mining tenements 

fossick for rocks, gemstones etc, 

take water and camp for the purposes of prospecting. 

Any change to provisions currently available under the Miner's Right would be regarded as completely 
unacceptable to all prospectors and small miners in Western Australia. 

Signed __ ;U/; ____ ~_r_%~:::::_ -_ -__ . oate 20/3/2016 

Robert K. Fagan 
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Standing Committee on Legislation - inquiry into the 
Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

SUBMISSION TITLE 

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS 
Submission by 

Dr Robert Keith Fagan: 

Dr Fagan is a retired geologist, former senior lecturer in exploration geology, geochemistry including 
environmental geochemistry at the Western Australian School of Mines until retirement in 2011 . An 
active and current prospector and tenement holder for the last 30 years in WA. An active member of 
the Amalgamated Prospectors & Leaseholders Association (APLA) and on the APLA executive for 
most of the last 15 years, and a recent Vice President. Active member of the Goldfields First group of 
concerned prospectors and small business operators in the Goldfields. 

General background to this submission 

Apart from the need to present first-hand evidence before this Standing Committee of Inquiry into the 
Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015, there is also a need to raise pertinent questions and ask for 
explanations from those having input into the legislation and those responsible for the drafting 
process. 

Questions for the Department of Environment Regulation (DER) 

1. How big a contributor to regional environmental concerns is the mining industry overall? 

2. Which sections of the mining industry provide the most concern? 

3. How satisfactory are most mining rehabilitation efforts? 

4. If a satisfactory end-of-mine rehabilitation response is achieved, does it matter what processes 

preceded it? 

5. Should the same rehabilitation effort be required when future major developments on the same 

site have a high probability? 

6. Does the DER accept that often for large blocks of territory such as the Goldfields, mining is and 

will always be by far the most productive use of that land and that there is no other high-value, 
economically viable alternative land use? 

7. Does the DER accept that small miners, many with 30+ years of successful project rehabilitation 
experience, know far more about what works in specific circumstances, than many DER 
environmental graduates and more importantly know far more about what is practical and feasible 
in terms of mining rehabilitation? 



Questions for the DMP 

1. Why did the DMP not circulate notice of the proposed Amendments legislation, alerting all 
tenement holders by email or m mail , as had previously been done when the very successful 
MRF changes were introduced? 

2. The oft quoted 97% environmental compliance rate for the industry (see supporting evidence 
below) seems improbably high figure, suggesting there is no significant environmental problem. 
Where does this figure come from and what does it represent? If the 97% figure does not 
represent the overall compliance of the industry to acceptable environmental standards, what is 
the overall compliance figure? Is there such a figure? If not, how do you know the extent of any 
environmental concerns? In newspaper quotes Dr Phil Gorey (head of the DMP environmental 
section) is quoted as saying "by and large, the environmental performance of the industry - from 
prospectors to exploration to mining - operations are pretty good " . Where then is the problem? 

3. Where across the mining spectrum from the big corporate operators to the small prospectors, do 
most of the environmental concerns originate, and where should the main environmental focus be 
directed? 

4. How many current tenement holders could be grouped into the professional prospectors and 
small miner category? If you don't know, why don't you know the extent of the contribution of this 
important economic group? 

5. How much do non-corporate miners contribute to direct employment in regional WA? 
6. How much, and what percent of the total , do tenement expenditures, rents, and rates from non-

corporate miners contribute? 
7. How much of WA's gold production is produced by non-corporate miners 
8. How do these figures change across the well-established mining cycle from booms to busts? 
9. Many tenement holders and others have expressed concern and considerable reticence about 

voicing strongly felt criticism to the DMP, its policies and performance, for what they consider to 
be a well-founded fear of retribution or adverse consequences. Is the DMP aware of this 
widespread concern? 

10. How many mining engineers, geologists, environmentalists, and general administrators are 
employed within the Mineral Titles section of the DMP? What does this say about the emphasis 
within the Mineral Titles section on environmental issues? How many people are employed 
managing non-environmental technical issues? 

11 . Does the DMP consider that issues of equity, procedural fairness, and natural justice have been 
offered the professional prospectors, and that their interests and concerns have been adequately 
identified and considered and accommodated in this legislative process? 

12. A marked-up copy of the proposed mining act amendments (a form readable by most lay people), 
only appeared very late in the process (mid last year) . Why did this not appear a lot earlier? 

13. What has the DMP learned from this current legislative debacle in terms of future policy 
development processes? 

14. Does the DMP accept that often for the small areas of mining-disturbed ground in areas such as 
the Goldfields, mining is and will always be by far the most productive use of that land and that 
there is no other high-value, or even low value economically viable alternative land use? 

15. Does the DMP have a considered 25, 50, 100 year view of the future of mining in this state and 
more particularly in mineral provinces such as the Eastern Goldfields? 

16. Does the DMP accept that small miners, many with 30+ years of successful mining and project 
rehabilitation experience, know far more about what works in specific circumstances, than many 
DMP environmental graduates, and more importantly know far more about what is practical or 
feasible in terms of mining rehabilitation? 

17. Much has been made of the proposed mining amendments cutting through red tape. This may 
well be the case for the corporate miner but recent experience has shown that is generates 
substantial more work, compliance issues and the need for expensive input from specialised 
consultants, all for no demonstrable benefit for the environment or the small miner. Have these 
concerns been assessed? 

18. The additional compliance issue and other costs for the small miner are a direct impost on the 
bottom line, and for the small miner at least, cannot seem to be justified by any identifiable 
benefit. Can these then essentially be seen to be nothing more than a tax on profit? 



19. Was it the intention that this Amendments Bill, should contain provisions so as to become more 
aligned with similar mining and environmental legislation in the Eastern States of Australia?. 

Questions for the CME 

1. Does the CME seriously believe that there was adequate consultation and input across the mining 
industry into the mining amendments legislation? 

2. Would you agree that the modus operandi (business model) of the larger corporate mining sector 
is significantly different from that of the self-employed, professional , non-corporate, small mining 
sector, and that what works for one does not necessarily work for the other? 

3. How much direct input did the CME have into Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015? 
4. Would the CME be happy with an outcome that protected their existing conditions within the 

proposed amendments act, that also allowed the professional small mining sectors to function 
satisfactorily within their niche market within the industry? 

5. The Mining Act is viewed as enshrining and protecting, within head-power legislation, the more 
important, bigger picture, considerations and conditions needing stronger protections, whereas 
the Mining Regulations reflect the more day-to-day administrative functions that can be changed 
more readily as the need arises. Does the CME believe it acceptable that significant errors and 
omissions in the Mining Act, should be fixed up in the Mining Regulations. 

6. Is it acceptable that changes/amendments to the Mining Act should be considered separately and 
before consideration is given to the writing of the Mining Regulations? Should these two 
processes be conducted in tandem so that an overall picture can be appreciated? 

Questions for AMEC - in large part similar questions to those for the CME. 

1. Does the AMEC seriously believe that there was adequate consultation and input across the 
mining industry into the mining amendments legislation? 

2. Would you agree that the modus operandi (business model) of the larger corporate mining 
sector is significantly different from that of the self-employed, professional, non-corporate, 
small mining sector, and that what works for one does not necessarily work for the other? 

3. How much direct input did the AMEC have into Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015? 
4. Would the AMEC be happy with an outcome that protected their existing conditions within the 

proposed amendments act that also allowed the professional small mining sectors to function 
satisfactorily within their niche market within the industry? 

5. The Mining Act is viewed as enshrining and protecting, within head-power legislation, the 
more important, bigger picture, considerations and conditions needing stronger protections, 
whereas the Mining Regulations reflect the more day-to-day administrative functions that can 
be changed more readily as the need arises. Does AMEC believe it acceptable that it is 
acceptable that significant errors and omissions in the Mining Act, should be fixed up in the 
Mining Regulations. 

6. Is it acceptable that changes/amendments to the Mining Act should be considered separately 
and before consideration is given to the writing of the Mining Regulations? Should these two 
processes be conducted in tandem so that an overall picture can be appreciated? 

Supporting evidence 

An extract from the DMP Budget Papers 2015 (2) - Page 533. 
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Conclusion 

The answers to these questions may shine considerable light on the overall degree of consultation with , 
and understanding of, the small professional prospecting and small mining sector, the extent of 
environmental concerns within the industry, and the drivers behind the resulting legislation. 

Signed . Date 20/3/2016 

Robert K. Fagan 
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